QADRO
modular

A step into our new
definition of space

A modular and
freestanding
space system

A versatile frame around the screen

Re-modulate the space

ICF presents Qadro, a unique vertical and modular planning approach applicable
in open plan, private offices and activity spaces. The system provides a
supporting structure for communication screens and technology, space definition
and storage, personal items and coworking elements, wherever needed.

Qadro is a collection of modular elements of extreme simplicity but great
flexibility: by changing the size of its anodized extruded aluminium structure and
the finishes, Qadro can become a storage unit, a book-shelf or a filing system for
office, contract or home, providing an endless number of solutions.
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Qadro wall library
Qadro is a collection of modular elements of extreme simplicity but great flexibility: by
changing the size of its anodized extruded aluminium structure and finishes, Qadro can
become a storage unit, a book-shelf or a filing system for office, contract or home, providing
an endless number of solutions.

Qadro open plan divider

Qadro modular media wall

Qadro Modular can be composed of several elements to create an entire work area within a
professional space, or even become a space-creating dividing element itself. In this way it
can be used fluidly and flexibly-the perfect solution for an ever-changing way of working. And
this is where Qadro comes in: a versatile base element that enables users to create and remodulate the space to suit the variety of activities it needs to be capable of hosting.

The monitor and its surroundings are the new linchpin of the office environment. It is
precisely around the screen that flows the new working rhythms with an alternating current
of constantly changing needs: meetings and remote calls, brainstorming sessions and
educational initiatives, staff training and operational meetings, relax and time-outs.
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Size-up
Qadro combines versatility with fine design and strength with lightness. All the
elements are made of extruded aluminium design with a particular section that
grants to be realized of a considerable size so they can be used to create a
variety of furnishing solutions, even when used on their own.

Flexibility of Qadro
Meet

Decide

Divide
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See how the flexibility of Qadro Modular allows you
to transform a single space into several different
work areas: meeting rooms of various sizes, video
conferencing spaces, training areas, multi-purpose
recreational spaces.

Self-supporting
Qadro is available with a freestanding base in die-cast aluminium or with a full height
vertical post. The self-supporting structure can lean against a wall or can be used to
divide spaces. The installation allows this to happen quickly and effortless anywhere
in the work spaces.

Fine materials and exquisite finishes

Fluid spaces

Qadro Modular is not only characterised by a high level of practicality and a flexibility
that is easy to achieve. Above all, it is a furnishing element of excellent quality,
created with fine materials and exquisite finishes. The frame, shelves and stand of the
containers are made of aluminium, available in different finishes, to which elements in
fenix or crystal can be added, depending on the module to be created.

The requirements of today’s workplace call for a fluid and flexible interpretation of
the office space: alongside more traditional working areas, we must make room
for spaces that can be easily adapted to suit new and very specific requirements
videoconferencing spaces, training areas, multipurpose recreational spaces, coworking
areas and much more, need that are increasingly new and distant from the status quo.
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A modular system of great elegance and personality, characterized by lightness of
volumes and contemporary style. A perfect fusion of tradition and modernity. Qadro
has been designed as a product with extremely rigorous and essential lines, with an
attention to details that upgrades its aesthetic value.
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Qadro adopts a design language founded on expressive value and technological
research. Design as the desire to propose onto the market a product of sound aesthetic
value that best caters for the need of versatility and functionality of office work. And
with the possibility of creating endless configurations: Qadro is indeed perfect for being
assembled in different ways according to specific requirements.
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Qadro is a modular system which, thanks to its technical and formal features, can be
used to divide any type of office, from relax area, to the more operative ones.
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The great variety of finishes and endless configuration options allow the realisation of
original solutions, expressly designed for different requirements.
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